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Hologram Zoo Unit

The Hologram Zoo consists of one complete structure, called a “Hologram Zoo Unit”. 
It has three main sections :  A 19 meter tunnel, Two “Animal Enclosures”, and a “Sky Roof”



HOLOGRAM TUNNELHOLOGRAM TUNNEL

The tunnel is a metal frame with fabric panels. 
It is portable. It is easy to put up and pull down. It takes us 5 days with 2 people to assemble. 



RECYCLING SPACERECYCLING SPACE

Holograms are a great way to “recycle space”. A normal Zoo uses up a large area for all the 
different exhibits. However with holograms people can walk around inside the same area five 

times and each time the holograms project new environments and animals.



HOLOGRAM TUNNELHOLOGRAM TUNNEL

After an Instruction video guests walk through a 19-meter hologram tunnel that projects an 
artificial environment around them. They could be in a desert, a forest, underwater, etc. The 

animals come off the walls and fly around inside the tunnel with them.



Around the back of the tunnel, the guests walk past two animal enclosures. Every time the guests walk 
past them, they show different animals. Sometimes the enclosures project an animal about 80cm up from 
the floor, other times they look like a hole where animals appear to be below you under the ground level. 

Each show has its own 10 pieces of animal content.

Animal

Enclosures



Around the side of the tunnel, the guests walk under a “Sky Roof”. This looks like a hole that goes up to 
the sky. It looks like glass and the animals walk over it. 

They will go under the Sky Roof five times. Each time the guests see something new. 

Sky Roof



It is a good idea to give your guests a small gift at the end of the attraction. 

This helps in encouraging them to speak about the event to others. This is 

particularly so with children.

“Projectograms” are a new low-level technology created by Axiom 

Holographics. The guests receive 3D glasses and a printed piece of 

cardboard that they fold into a small open box. Our printing system uses 

advanced mathematics, so the box appears to project an animal that seems 

to be a solid 3D object that floats in the air. The effect is quite surprising, 

and children think of it as being their own personal Hologram.

We make four different varieties for each Hologram show. The guests look in 

glass cabinets at the end of the show and choose the one they want. 

“Projectograms” are very cheap to produce, and they will significantly 
improve the happiness of your customers.

At the end, the guests are shown a glass cabinet with four different “cardboard holograms in them” and 
they choose one to take home. These are cheap to produce, and they are a great advertisement for 

when people show their friends or take them to school. 

Projectograms

CLICK HERE FOR INFO

CLICK HERE FOR HOW THEY WORK

OPTIONAL

https://youtu.be/3KpgxjovBWg
https://youtu.be/3KpgxjovBWg
https://youtu.be/3KpgxjovBWg
https://youtu.be/NvYZMwM9zPA
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“Projectograms” are a new 
patented technology created by 

Axiom Holographics, that allows 

red and blue glasses to be very 

bright, and they project an 

object that comes out 15cm off 

the page.

Normally red and blue glasses only come 3cm off the page and look very dark. We have a 
new way to make very bright objects that come 15cm off the page.



Projectogram Sets

Each show has a different set of four Projectograms. 
Here we can see the four different dinosaur varieties.

OPTIONAL



Projectogram Sets

Projectograms are very low in cost.
You can purchase them from Axiom Holographics and give them to your guests.

OPTIONAL



You can also get a large lightbox entrance arch and two side lightbox signs. 
These can easily change their imagery as its pull-out fabric.

Decorative 

Arch

OPTIONAL



SUMMARY: There is an optional Rainforest Restaurant party area. It uses our multi-layer Stage Hologram 
technology. Content changes around every 3 minutes.

OPTIONAL

Party Area
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Real Depth

See how when we go towards this dinosaur you see the front of his face, then as we go past him you see 
the side of his body. This is because we have real depth, so the walls look like windows. 

You would not get that if this was just a flat 2D projection.



HOLOGRAMS INSIDE THE TUNNEL

Holograms look solid, but they are made out of light. They come off the walls and fly around in the tunnel 
with the guests. People try to touch them, but their hands go straight through.



ANIMALS COME THROUGH THE WALLS

The animals poke their heads through the walls into the tunnel with the guests. They can come out up to 2 
metres. Sometimes this is done in a friendly way so guests can pat the animals. 

Other times it is to give the guests a small, but funny scare.
We also programmed it so that people who are further back in the crowd will see the animals come 

forward more towards them than those who are in front. That way everyone gets a good view.



WEATHER EFFECTS

The tunnel can appear to have objects falling in the air inside the tunnel. These could be Hologram 
snowflakes, rain, or even cherry blossom flowers. In one instance an elephant sprays holographic water 

on the guests. In another instance the tunnel glass appears to break and the whole tunnel fills with 
holographic laser-projected water.



ANIMALS FLY FREELY IN THE TUNNEL

Sometimes animals are between the fence and the tunnel wall (lion example). 
Other times animals come off the wall entirely and fly around in the air inside the tunnel. (crane bird)

The people try to touch the animals but because they are made of laser light however their 
hands go straight through them.



THE TUNNEL ITSELF MOVES

Sometimes the whole tunnel itself flies up into the sky. This feels very realistic, as though the whole room 
was going up into the air.  Other times the tunnel flies forward over the landscape.



OBJECTS JUMP OFF THE WALLS

Sometimes objects jump off the walls out to the people. The tunnel uses a special algorithm 
that makes each guest think that the object has jumped towards them. Even if there are ten 
guests that are all spread out, each guest will see the animal jump exactly into their arms.



THROUGH AND OUT THE OTHER SIDE

Not only can animals be in the air of the tunnel. We can also have animals run towards you and then go 
out the other side of the tunnel behind you. You can’t see it in this video because this PowerPoint is on a 

2D screen, but these people think that the animals went past them. We do this with 3D silhouette 
technology. As the animals approach the walls, they turn dark and then swap to a 3D silhouette that has 

a longer projection range. To the audience, it all looks correct.



ENVIRONMENT OBJECTS IN THE TUNNEL

This video appears to show people walking under a wooden bridge. It looks real but it is also a hologram. 
The tunnel can project background objects inside the air of the tunnel, they can even be over people’s 

heads. Here we can see a log coming out from the wall and the children entering a dark cave, that 
lightens up once inside.



RESPONSES

We took a group of adults and children of many different ages and filmed them as they went
 through to see their responses. As you can see the children wear glasses. These are not virtual reality. 

Virtual reality is where you have screens over your eyes, instead, the holograms are projected with lasers 
and the glasses are needed to separate the light waves into the correct eyes. They are like sunglasses 

and are see-through.



CompetitionsCompetitions

Axiom was awarded the Yosemite 
Award for best technology by the 
mayor of Silicon Valley, in 2019, 

beating all unicorn tech companies 
that year.

Axiom came second in the world’s 
largest tech start-up competition in 

China. There were 200 tech companies 
from the world’s best startups

the competition went on for 5 days.

We used to be called Euclideon Holographics and changed our name in 2021 as it was unavailable in the US

Unmute volume to hear video

1st

in USA

2nd
in 

China

Axiom Holographics has won some of the world’s most prestigious awards for this technology in America 
and China. The American competition had Steve Wozniak, Al gore and Bill Clinton as speakers.



“Why a Hologram 
Revolution could 
be on the way"

BBC World News wrote about us in October 2023.

 “ Technology revolutions” have been things like, cars, phones, TV, etc. The next technology revolution is Holograms.



The Hologram Zoo System was declared to be one of the best inventions of 2023 by Time 
Magazine. The other winner that year was Apple in that category.



Content
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SUMMARY: There are already five full shows, with more in production. Each show is different.  

Current and Future Content :

At present there are five shows, these are: Australia, Polar / Arctic, Dinosaurs, Africa, and Asia (China 

and Japan)

Future shows will be in South America, and Southeast Asia (India, Indonesia etc.) Underwater, Europe, 
and North America. Further shows after this have not yet been decided. 

+



SUMMARY: A full show has five tunnel experiences, Ten new animal enclosures, 
five new Sky Roof experiences and four new Projectograms (Cardboard holograms)

What a show consists of:
Each Show consists of the following: 

1) Ten new animals that are in the Hologram animal 

enclosures.

2) Five different Sky Roof experiences

3) Five different Hologram tunnel journeys:

For example, in Africa:
1) They go to the forest and see the ostriches and giraffes 
(Giraffe necks come out of the walls into the room)
2) They go to the grasslands and see the lion and elephants
    (The elephants stampede you and run through the walls)
3) They go to the desert and watch the morning sunrise among    
     the herd (A rhino charges through the tunnel wall at you)
4) They go to the gorillas in the mountains during a thunder 
     storm (The rain is holographic but looks like it’s in the 

room with you)
5) They swim in the river with the hippopotamus. 
     (An elephant sprays fake hologram water on you, and it      
      seems like the water is all around you as you progress 
down river).

You also get four new Projectograms themed to the 
animals of that land (Cardboard holographic-style objects) 



Model A : One at a TimeModel A : One at a Time

One show plays for around three months then it ends and a new one starts. 

There are four different pieces of content a year. These end and start mid-way through each holiday, 
(this is because the second part of the holidays is often twice as busy, but fear of missing content that is about to end will be a good motivator).

Each center will be able to choose whatever content they want for each 3-month period.

Once or twice a year these shows are completely new. The rest of the time you can choose from shows that 

were previously released. You do not have to accept new shows, you can choose an older show if you do not like the updated content. 

One show plays for around three months then it ends and a new one starts. 

There are four different pieces of content a year. These end and start mid-way through each holiday, 
(this is because the second part of the holidays is often twice as busy, but fear of missing content that is about to end will be a good motivator).

Each center will be able to choose whatever content they want for each 3-month period.

Once or twice a year these shows are completely new. The rest of the time you can choose from shows that 

were previously released. You do not have to accept new shows, you can choose an older show if you do not like the updated content. 

We have three separate ways you can receive your content:

Model A:  A different show every three months (four times a year).  (or Model B on the next slide)

Each Show Goes 
For Three Months

Best For 
centers in 

places with 
repeat 

customers



Model B : Three running at onceModel B : Three running at once

All three shows play at the same time and customers can choose the one they want to do. 

These three shows remain for the whole year. 

Each center will be able to choose whatever three shows they want for the year, 
( each year they pick new ones from any previously available content ).

New content will be released twice a year for Model A, but Model B (this one) will have a one-year delay 

before newly released content is available to them. 

All three shows play at the same time and customers can choose the one they want to do. 

These three shows remain for the whole year. 

Each center will be able to choose whatever three shows they want for the year, 
( each year they pick new ones from any previously available content ).

New content will be released twice a year for Model A, but Model B (this one) will have a one-year delay 

before newly released content is available to them. 

We have three separate ways you can receive your content: This is Model B: where for the entire year 

the same three shows run together, and your customers can choose which one they want to do. 

Choose any of 
these three

Best for centers 
in tourist 

locations where 
customers won't 

come  back



Model C : A different show every few weeksModel C : A different show every few weeks

You show a different show every few weeks. 

These three shows remain for the whole year. 

Each center will be able to choose whatever three shows they want for the year, 
(each year they pick new ones from any previously available content).

New content will be released twice a year for Model A, but Model B (this one) will have a one-year delay 

before newly released content is available to them. 

You show a different show every few weeks. 

These three shows remain for the whole year. 

Each center will be able to choose whatever three shows they want for the year, 
(each year they pick new ones from any previously available content).

New content will be released twice a year for Model A, but Model B (this one) will have a one-year delay 

before newly released content is available to them. 

We have three separate ways you can receive your content: This is Model B: where for the entire year 

the same three shows run together, and your customers can choose which one they want to do. 

Each one runs 
for a few weeks

Best for centers 
that move 

around from 
location to 

location



You also get one pieces of Upgraded ContentYou also get one pieces of Upgraded Content

In addition to the normal pieces of content playing throughout the year the all models will also be allowed an 
additional piece of content to use as an upgrade. Such upgrades are not available as normal pieces of content 

that can be used as a single session. For example, Dinosaurs is an “upgraded content,” it is only available 
when customers add it to an existing session. Your center cannot play “upgraded content” as a normal single 
session on its own (without permission). In future new pieces of “upgraded content” will also be available, and 

every six months you can choose which upgraded content you want to use for that six-month period.

In addition to the normal pieces of content playing throughout the year the all models will also be allowed an 
additional piece of content to use as an upgrade. Such upgrades are not available as normal pieces of content 

that can be used as a single session. For example, Dinosaurs is an “upgraded content,” it is only available 
when customers add it to an existing session. Your center cannot play “upgraded content” as a normal single 
session on its own (without permission). In future new pieces of “upgraded content” will also be available, and 

every six months you can choose which upgraded content you want to use for that six-month period.

You also get additional “upgraded content“. This is not available as a single session, instead its 
only available as an extra that people add for an extra price. (Available for all models).



You also get additional seasonal content, at the appropriate time of year.

Seasonal Content
All models will also get seasonal 

content for the appropriate time of 

year. 

Christmas, Easter, Halloween, 

Valentine’s Day etc.

Christmas is finished, and so is the 

Chinese New Year, but there is no 

release date for the others.

These run as well as the normal 

content that you would usually run.



For Model A here is what a normal year would look like (Halloween is not yet available).

You will often have three different pieces of content running at the same time.

Yearly Calendar
October, November, DecemberOctober, November, DecemberJuly, August, SeptemberJuly, August, SeptemberApril, May, JuneApril, May, JuneJanuary, February, MarchJanuary, February, March



Content is given as a software licence. Content will be given and will then expire according to 

the model you choose.

Terms of the Software License

You agree that you are aware that shows will be added, deactivated, reactivated, according to these terms. 

The content itself is not owned by you; neither is the IP of the content owned by you. It is licenced by you under the 

terms of this agreement.

You can swap whether you want to be on model A, B or C once a year.

Centers with multiple tunnels can treat each tunnel as its own site. They may have different content for different 

tunnels that can be on different models.

You are aware that museums may have some content that is not available to you.

You are aware that some organisations may pay for custom content to be made that will not be available to you.

At the end of the term of the licence agreement, no further updated content will be available to you unless you agree to 
a new software license for an agreed fee. 

Alternatively, if you do not renew your licence, then you will choose from three years’ worth of existing content under 
the conditions of one of the models above, and they will repeat continuously in a three-year cycle. 
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Staff and DutiesStaff and Duties

You will usually require one staff member at the counter to welcome guests 
and one to assist guests in the center.

These are the duties of the counter staff member :
1) Receive payment from customers.
2) Give them glasses
3) Receive glasses back at the end
4) Give the customer a Projectogram at the end
5) Put the glasses in the sanitizing boxes for one minute.
6) Enter customer names into the system ( the tunnel tells them which family goes next) 

These are the duties of the floor staff member :
1) Show them the 1minute instruction video
2) Bring the group to the tunnels
3) They will answer questions or assist the guests with any concerns or special needs they may have (E.g: 
a child need to go to the bathroom, so they must leave this group and be reallocated to the next one).

The Center requires only two people to operate.
Staff do not have to be skilled. They don’t have to convince people to buy or upgrade as that 
was already done online. It isn’t a complex task like cooking food, instead the staff are mostly 
there to assist while the system runs itself. There is not much that a staff member can do wrong.



PricingPricing

You can use whatever price you want, but one suggestion is dynamic pricing for different times of 
day. This was done in our first trial because the morning was our most popular time, and we needed 
to spread the customers through the day. Some customers are wealthy and do not care about 
price. Others are very concerned about price and so it is better to give them a discount but move 
them to a less busy time. We also prefer “.50” rather then “.99”, but it is your choice.



Most Important NumbersMost Important Numbers

Here are the most important numbers you will need to do your own revenue calculations:

Capacity:
A single unit can take around 84 customers in an hour.  
( This is with groups of 14 people at a time, 8 in front and 6 in back)
If you want your guests to be more comfortable you can do groups of 12 (7 in front and 5 in back) which is 72 
customers an hour. Or if you want to push to maximum capacity you can do 9 in front and 7 in back at 96 customers 
per hour. ( When we say front and back we mean there is a front walk way for children in the tunnel and a back walk 
way for adults. )

There are 190 school days in a year in most countries. You should expect less then 15% occupancy on a school day. 
If you are not in a shopping mall you can consider being closed until 4pm on a school day. And being open for 
around 5 hours until 9pm.

There are 175 non-school days in a year in most countries. You should expect to do more than 75% occupancy on a 
non-school day.  It is common for entertainment to be open 12 hours a day, 10am to 10pm is suggested.

This equates to :  950 school day hours a year at 15% occupancy, 
and 2100 non school day hours a year at around 75% occupancy. (100% is possible and is common on some days)

The Hologram Zoo takes around 80 people per hour.
There are 175 non school days in the year and 190 school days in most countries.
At 15% occupancy on a school day and 75% occupancy on a non-school day.
This equates to around 137,400 customers a year. 



Yearly RevenueYearly Revenue

The figures and assumptions on the last page will get through 137,400 customers in a year.

If you did 75% of this capacity you would have:  103,050 customers in a year

If you only did half as well you would have : 68,700 customers in a year

And if you only did a quarter as well you would have : 34,350 customers in a year ( which is very low)

You should now multiply this figure by the average price you charge per hour. 

Examples: 

At a price of $30 you would get : $4m (Normal), $3m (75% of normal), $2m (half), $1m (quarter)

At a price of $25 you would get : $3.4m (Normal), $2.5m (75% of normal), $1.8m (half), $600k (quarter) 

At a price of $20 you would get : $2.7m (Normal), $2m (75% of normal), $1.35m (half), $675k (quarter)

At a price of $15 you would get : $2m (Normal), $1.5m (75% of normal), $1m (half), $500k (quarter)

At a price of $10 you would get : $1.35m (Normal), $1m (75% of normal), $675k (half), $337k (quarter)

At a price of $5 you would get : $675k (Normal), $500k (75% of normal), $337k (half), $168k (quarter)

( a price as low as $5 may be suitable for some developing world countries )
Our Australian Museum trial used a price of $25 and a “normal” occupancy rate. They made $550k in 42 days

Use the above chart to see what revenue you would make at different prices and occupancy rates. 
Remember the “Normal” occupancy rate was based on 75% occupancy on non school day and 
15% on a school day, so it is still possible to do much higher than the revenues shown here.



Branding

This is not a franchise, it’s a purchase with a software license. You may use the name and branding as it is 
open source. We will assist you with videos and pictures for your advertising.



NO TerritoriesNO Territories

There are no Exclusive Territories:

This is not a franchise. It is a hardware sale. It is not possible to give exclusive territories.

Axiom manufactures the products which are then resold by separate independent distributors who have 
the rights to distribute into any territory worldwide. 
Even if Axiom or any of the distributors agreed to only sell one product into a particular territory, they cannot prevent the other distributors from doing so. 
Axiom cannot legally pressure or dissuade them or cut off their supply to encourage any form of territory protection.

These distributors all have the same price and can only get a discount by request from Axiom the 
Manufacturer. 

There are also some companies with touring shows. 
It is not possible to tell them where they can or cannot go.

Also, as it is an equipment sale, we cannot prevent someone from buying it and then moving it to a new 
location later.

There are no exclusive territories. This is not a franchise, it is a hardware sale.
Axiom is the manufacturer, they have distributors around the world. 
When people buy the equipment Axiom cannot stop them from moving it to another place later.



MaintenanceMaintenance

You will receive a spare computer and a spare tunnel projector, and a spare Sky roof /Enclosure projector.

Main Computer is from Dell. Projectors are from BENQ (or Vivitech, Optima or Epson, depending on 
availability) these are well known strong projector brands.

You will receive the warranties from the manufacturer ( DELL, BENQ etc).

If both the originals and the spares break down, you will have to purchase new ones.

Current costs are around:
(In the current market the computers are around these prices: $5 000 USD for the computer and $1 500 USD for each of the 
two graphics cards, or $6 000 AUD for the computer and $2 500 AUD for each of the two graphics cards).
In the current market these projectors are around $3 000 USD ($4 500 AUD) each at present. 
A tunnel has 5 of these projectors (these prices are subject to change at any time).
The sky roof and enclosure uses a smaller projector which in the current market costs around $1 800 USD or $2 500 
AUD (these prices are subject to change at any time ).

If any hardware that Axiom produced should break, then we replace it for the next five years.  (excluding 
glasses).
You start with 200 glasses and will be given 10 new ones each year for the next five years to cover breakages 
should they occur.

We supply you with a spare computer and projectors , so that you can immediately be 
operational again in case there is a failure. You have manufacturer warranties with DELL and 
BENQ directly.
Any Electronic Hardware Axiom produces will be automatically replaced over the next 5 years



Sizes
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SizesSizes

There are three main components: 
The Tunnel, 

The Enclosures, 
The Sky Roof. 

These are separate and can be 
positioned independently. The two 

enclosures are stuck together because 
they share a common wall. 

Tunnel : 19m * 3.7m wide, * 3.21m high

Enclosures : 12m * 3m wide * 3.21m high

Sky Roof : 7.3m long + 2.2m little fence 
(detachable if not needed )

3m wide, 3.21 m high.

The entire center uses around 6000 watts. 
(Around the same as an office with 10 computers )



SIZE OF WHOLE CENTERSIZE OF WHOLE CENTER

The whole center is 23m by 10.7m, and is 3.21m high. (250 square meters )
( 75.5 feet, 35 feet, 10.55 feet high ) ( 2642.5 square feet)

This includes walk ways around the outside. The top left corner has room for reception.



The Main Show
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A single Hologram Zoo System will take around 80 guests in an hour. 
When full the centre will have around 40 guests in the tunnel area.

Through put

Around 12-16 guests go through the tunnel for each 
journey, they will do five journeys in total. (In each one they 
will see different things) Each journey will take 1 minute 
and 50 seconds. (With 10 seconds for them to leave and 
the next group enters) The guests will have a 4-minute 
journey around the back of the tunnel in between each 
tunnel journey (During the break they will walk past the 
animal enclosures and sky roof) This means in total the 
guests spent 10 minutes in the actual tunnel and 16 
minutes outside the tunnel. So, we can do six groups of 
people in the tunnel each hour. This equates to around 84 
people per hour (Though it could be as high as 100 if you 
have bigger group sizes).

Regarding how many people will be present in the centre 
at once: You should expect to have around 40 present in 
the main area (Of tunnels and enclosures)



Guests are put in groups of around 14 and given a coloured band to represent their groups. 
The light strips and TVs will guide them around the centre, this minimizes staff.

Managing  Guests

The monitors tell their group where to go next and 
how long they will be waiting for the next activity.

Guests are in groups of around 14 people.
These groups are made of different families.
They all travel together through the tunnel.
At the enclosures they are broken back into families.
The screen will say “Smith family go in 26 seconds”, 
“Jones family go in 48 seconds”. The enclosures will 
only accept four families so smaller families will be 
joined together : eg :”Dell and Spencer go in 1.16 
seconds”

There are also stripes of light that guests follow to 
keep them moving. The system is automated to 
minimise the need for staff.

Visitors are given a pair of glasses. 
These glasses are not virtual reality 
(They don’t have screens over 
people’s eyes). These glasses 
separate the light from the lasers, so 
it goes through the correct eye. 
The glasses are powered but only 
need to be recharged every 7 days. 
They have a battery indicator on the 
side that tells the staff when they 
need to be recharged. When guests 
are finished, they return the glasses 
for the next guests. We will supply 
you with ultraviolet medical-grade 
sanitisation boxes that clean the 
glasses at the end of each session, 
(This takes around 1 minute)



0 - 2: Tunnel journey one (2min)
2 - 3.15: Walk then wait (1.15min)
3.15 - 4.15: Walk past the first two enclosure animals (1min)
4.14 - 4.45: Go under the sky roof (30 sec)
4.45 - 6: Walk then wait (1.15min)
6 – 8: Tunnel journey two (2min)
8 – 9.15: Walk then wait (1.15min)
9.15 – 10.15: Walk past the second two enclosure animals (1min)
10.15 – 10.45: Go under the sky roof (30 sec)
10.45 - 12: Walk then wait (1.15min)
12 - 14: Tunnel journey three (2min)
14 – 15.15: Walk then wait (1.15min)
15.15 – 16.15: Walk past the third two enclosure animals (1min)
16.15 – 16.45: Go under the sky roof (30 sec)
16.45 - 18: Walk then wait (1.15min)
18 - 20: Tunnel journey four (2min)
20 – 21.15: Walk then wait (1.15min)
21.15 – 22.15: Walk past the fourth two enclosure animals (1min)
22.15 – 22.45: Go under the sky roof (30 sec)
22.45 - 24: Walk then wait (1.15min)
24 - 26: Tunnel journey five (2min)
26 – 27.15: Walk then wait (1.15min)
27.15 – 28.15: Walk past the fourth two enclosure animals (1min)
28.15 – 28.45: Go under the sky roof (30 sec)
(Get directed to Projectogram wall)
28.45-30: Choose their Projectogram
30 -35: leave

Guests are here for around 30 minutes to do the full show. They will go through the tunnels five 
times, and past the animal enclosures 10 times, and the Sky Roof 5 times.

Timing of Guests

They will go through a tunnel 5 times.
They will pass 10 animal enclosures.
They will go under 5 sky rooves.
They will choose a Projectogram from the light-up glass cabinets.
Their whole experience will be around 30 minutes long.



Competitors
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TOP 3 TECH COMPETITORSTOP 3 TECH COMPETITORS

BEYOND KING TUT:
This is America’s most high-tech immersive attraction. It was produced by 

National Geographic; It has two large rooms with flat projectors on the walls. 
It travels around the country doing 3-month shows. It costs $20 USD, $29 

AUD. It has around 1 million visitors a year.

This section looks at the world’s top 3 most high-tech immersive attractions. All three of 
them are flat projections on walls, none have real depth or holograms that fly around the 

room.

SUMMARY: Beyond King Tut by National Geographic is America’s most immersive experience, 
but it’s just flat 2D projectors on walls, they do not have hologram technology. 



TOP 3 TECH COMPETITORSTOP 3 TECH COMPETITORS

VAN GOGH ALIVE: 
This experience is confusing because it is two competing companies that are both doing 

the same thing. The first is US-based, and the second is Australian which copied them 
because there is no copy write on Van Gogh anymore. The US company has had 4.5 
million visitors sell tickets at $35 - $99 (VIP) and claims to have made around $200 

million. The Australian one has visited 80 cities.

This section looks at the world’s top 3 most high-tech immersive attractions.
All three of them are flat projections on walls, none have real depth or holograms that fly 

around the room.

SUMMARY: Van Gogh Alive is another flat 2D experience. UEG the creators have done a deal with us so 
that they can do some Hologram Zoo shows in some states of America.



TOP 3 TECH COMPETITORSTOP 3 TECH COMPETITORS

TEAM LAB:
Team Lab is Japan's most high-tech immersive attraction. It has many rooms 
with flat projectors on the walls (not holograms). It gets 2.3 million visitors 

per year. It costs 3,200 YEN, $25 USD and $35 AUD. It makes around 50 
million USD a year in revenue.

This section looks at the world’s top 3 most high-tech immersive attractions.
All three of them are flat projections on walls, none have real depth or holograms that fly 

around the room.

SUMMARY: Team Lab is Japan's most high-tech attraction, it also is just flat 2D projectors on walls, they do 
not have hologram technology. (We invented it and have the patents for it).



Trial Sites
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Test Site ONE:

The first is Axiom’s own Hologram Zoo showroom in Queensland Australia. The site was chosen because it is only 3 

minutes away from Axiom’s headquarters. The centre is a development site and showroom for those interested in 
purchasing Axiom’s products. The site is in an old “dead mall” because Axiom needed lots of space with cheap rent. 
The site is closed to the public most of the time so that Axiom can develop and work on the technology, but it is open 

on weekends and school holidays. The site is not advertised to tourists instead it is primarily there to test the 

equipment with the local market. Over Christmas, that site is open every day of the week as Axiom’s staff are on 
holiday and do not need to continue working.

We have opened a Hologram Zoo in Brisbane. It is a test site to trial our equipment, but it is also open to the 
public. It made 200k in the first 30 days. This site has additional equipment that is still in development but is 

available to the public for testing.

First Test Site : Christmas holiday Trial

CLICK HERE FOR INFO

https://youtu.be/3KpgxjovBWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nU6v9k_ALmU


Christmas Holiday Trial

Hologram Zoo school holiday trial made $240k in 38 days. Around $6,300 a day Sold every 
ticket until Christmas before it even opened. And averages at 74% occupancy.

The Show:

42 days for the school holidays from the 10th of December to the 22nd of 
January (2022-2023) It was closed for 4 days (Christmas and other public 
holidays) Therefore, it was open for 38 days in total.

Equipment 

It had one tunnel for the first 8 days then progressed to two tunnels.

Pre-sales:

The price was $29 per person or $87 for a group of five people. It sold 
$90,774 in tickets before it opened. Every ticket was sold up until Christmas 
day, prior to the centre even opening. It had 100% occupancy before 
Christmas.

Revenue:

It made $240,129 (including presales) this averages at $6,319 per day.

Occupancy

Maximum occupancy of 280 people per day. Maximum guests that could fit 
for the entire show: 10,640 Actual guests that visited: 7,912 Average 
occupancy rate: 74%

Differences between this show and the 
museum show:

These were the old-style tunnels that 
only took one family at a time. 

They had an occupancy of 20 people 
per hour. The new museum tunnels 
take 80 people per hour and allow 

multiple families in at once.

This show was a trial and was not well 
advertised.

After the trial, the centre is closed 
during the week for us to develop our 
equipment.  We do not advertise to 
tourists; it is only promoted to locals. 

This is because it is a “dead mall” and is 
not suitable for large tourist bus groups 

until we repair and redecorate the 
outside of the mall. 

(which we are arranging) 

Differences between this show and the 
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outside of the mall. 

(which we are arranging) 



Australian Museum Dinosaur Show

Test Site TWO:

Whilst the equipment was in development, the heads of the Australian Museum came to see it.

The Australian Museum is the largest museum in Australia and it is in the center of Sydney. They 

liked what they saw and booked Axiom Holographics to do the world’s first giant hologram 
dinosaur museum attraction. The show began in September 2023 and went on for 42 days. 

In September 2023, we did the world’s first Hologram Dinosaur Show at the Australian Museum 
(largest museum in Australia). We expect museums to turn into a large new market for us.

CLICK HERE FOR INFO

https://youtu.be/3KpgxjovBWg
https://youtu.be/qcU2i6dKNLg


Letter from the Australian Museum expressing their great satisfaction with our entertainment products and 
the show provided.

“We were proud to be the first museum in 
the world to do a show of this kind and to 

bring dinosaurs and other prehistoric 

animals to life with such amazing 

technology. “

“Visitors loved it and the show performed 
better than we expected, with over 25,000 

guests walking the tunnels and pens “

“We would be glad to host similar shows in 

the future.”

“We were proud to be the first museum in 
the world to do a show of this kind and to 

bring dinosaurs and other prehistoric 

animals to life with such amazing 

technology. “

“Visitors loved it and the show performed 
better than we expected, with over 25,000 

guests walking the tunnels and pens “

“We would be glad to host similar shows in 

the future.”



Australian Museum Dinosaur Show

Made around $549k in 42 days. Roughly 47% occupancy rate. Averaging at around $5,000 on 
school days, and $25,000 on non-school days. 

The Show:

The whole show goes for 42 days. 2nd of September to the 14th of October (2023) There 
were 21 non-school days and 21 school days. ( a school holiday of 2 weeks was in the middle) At 
current rates this equates to $549,000 in revenue for the full 42-day show, This averages 
at $13,452 a day.

Revenue:

Adults $25, children $22.50. Museum members got a half-price discount. School days 
made $5,181 each. Non-school days made $24,724 each.

Maximum Occupancy:

2 tunnels, maximum people that can go through 160 people per hour Open for 7 hours a 
day (from 10 – 5 ) Maximum people per 7-hour day = 1,120 Maximum guests possible 
over 42 days: 47,040.

Average Occupancy:

Over 25,000 people attended over 42 days. This averages 595 people per day. This is 
an average occupancy rate of 47%.

School vs Non-school days:

School days 211 people per day 17% occupancy Non-school days 846 people per day 
76% occupancy (most countries have 190 school days, and 175 non-school days a 
year).

The Arrangement:
Museum supplied the space 

and staff. 

Axiom supplied the equipment, 
the installation and the content

The museum spent $90,000 on 
marketing.

The Museum removed the 
marketing expense then split the 

rest with us half each.

We received around:
$230,000 for a 42-day show.

All figures in Australian dollars.
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TRIALS WITH THE ELDERLYTRIALS WITH THE ELDERLY

Trials with elderly people have done very well. (please turn up volume to listen). We have done three 
elderly groups. Mostly between 70 and 90 years old. Each group was around 20-30 people. It was 

enjoyable and manageable for them because all they have to do is walk. 
They were all very pleased with what they saw.



Media 

Attention 
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In 10 days from July 31st

Hologram Zoo had 106 articles 
across most of the world’s

Major technology news sites.

Axiom Holographics was the most publicized technology company worldwide for the month of August 2023

SUMMARY: In July, Axiom’s Hologram tunnel technology was the most published in the world with 106 articles in most of 
the world’s top tech sites in 10 days.



"futuristic innovation blending technology and wildlife"

"Axiom Holographics is now a world leader in hologram technology"

“It’s a first-of-its-kind global destination"

"groundbreaking fusion of augmented reality and cutting-edge 3D technology"

"revolutionizing the way, we experience visual entertainment"
"this is an entirely new frontier"

"Gone are the days of isolation; here, shared experiences reign supreme"

SUMMARY: The media believes that cinema may vanish in the next three years because Disney and others stream their 

movies directly to the TV. If this is so, Hologram entertainment centres may be the future of entertainment, for those who 

want to leave the house.



Examples Around the World

China Iran Russia

The media all around the world reported about Hologram Zoo in multiple different languages.



ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://wired.me/technology/hologram-zoo-world-first/
https://newatlas.com/holiday-destinations/hologram-zoo-axiom-euclideon/
https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/hologram-zoo
https://www.ruetir.com/2023/07/the-first-zoo-with-holograms-opens-its-doors-video/
https://www.inavateonthenet.net/news/article/holographic-animalfree-zoo-opens-in-australia
https://www.avnetwork.com/news/lions-and-tigers-and-dinosaurs-oh-mycheck-out-the-hologram-zoo
https://www.avinteractive.com/territories-news/apac/worlds-first-hologram-zoo-sends-visitors-animal-crackers-31-07-2023/
https://samagame.com/en/latest/australia-makes-history-with-a-zoo-without-animals-or-cages-that-other-countries-are-already-thinking-of-imitating/?utm_content=cmp-true
https://proximodestino.net/2023/08/08/hologram-zoo-australia-hologramas/
https://www.3djuegos.com/tecnologia/noticias/australia-hace-historia-zoo-animales-jaulas-que-otros-paises-estan-pensando-imitar
https://www.jeuxvideo.com/news/1786291/en-australie-ils-ont-decide-d-ouvrir-un-zoo-sans-animaux-ni-cages-ils-ont-quelque-chose-de-different-d-enormes-hologrammes.htm
https://www.couriermail.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=CMWEB_WRE170_a_GGL_P&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.couriermail.com.au%2Fquestnews%2Fhologram-zoo-cannon-hill-plaza-opens-december-2022%2Fnews-story%2F5f1da41e0e3be61293691fe7db6b355e&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium&v21=GROUPA-Segment-5-NOSCORE
https://www.ecoo.it/articolo/niente-animali-ologrammi-svolta-primo-zoo-mondo/129683/


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://www.trend-online.com/lifestyle/ologrammi-zoo/
https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/worlds-first-hologram-zoo
https://wonderfulengineering.com/this-is-the-worlds-first-hologram-zoo-in-australia-and-it-offers-magnificent-3d-views/
https://www.opp.today/news2/worlds-first-hologram-zoo-on-display-in-australia/3785/
https://creapills.com/zoo-animaux-hologramme-australie-20230802
https://gizmodo.uol.com.br/primeiro-zoologico-holografico-do-mundo-e-inaugurado-veja-o-video/
https://forpost-sevastopol.ru/newsfull/1146441/vstrechajte-novyj-vid-razvlechenij-golograficheskij-zoopark-ot-axiom-holographics.html
https://raketa.hu/virtualis-allatokra-csereltek-a-valodiakat-egy-futurisztikus-allatkertben
https://www.fakulteti.mk/news/03082023/svetot-ja-dobi-prvata-hologramska-zooloshka-gradina
https://www.xataka.com/otros/australia-han-decidido-abrir-zoologico-animales-jaulas-piscinas-su-secreto-enormes-hologramas
https://www.valinor.com.br/forum/topico/primeiro-zoologico-holografico-do-mundo-e-inaugurado-veja-o-video.162179/#post-2897525
https://www.stiripesurse.ro/virtualul-castiga-teren-in-fata-realitatii-a-fost-deschisa-prima-gradina-zoologica-holografica-din-lume_3016063.html
https://news.ru/world/v-avstralii-poyavilsya-zoopark-s-3d-proekciyami-vmesto-zhivotnyh/
https://www.chinapress.com.my/20230806/%E2%97%A4%E6%99%BA%E5%88%9B%E8%84%89%E5%8A%A8%E2%97%A2%E5%85%A8%E6%81%AF%E5%8A%A8%E7%89%A9%E5%9B%AD%E7%99%BB%E5%9C%BA%EF%BC%81%E5%85%A8%E6%81%AF%E6%8A%80%E6%9C%AF%E6%AF%94%E8%99%9A%E6%8B%9F%E5%BD%B1/


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://thedebrief.org/journey-to-the-serengeti-or-walk-with-dinosaurs-at-the-worlds-first-hologram-zoo/
https://rodrigostoledo.com/2023/08/03/zoologico-holografico-uma-experiencia-futurista-e-imersiva-com-animais-virtuais/
https://luce.lanazione.it/attualita/zoo-cruelty-free-ologrammi/
https://www.journal.hr/lifestyle/tehnologija/hologram-zoo-brisbane/
https://ts2.space/en/artificial-intelligence-in-acupuncture-transforming-point-selection-and-treatment/
https://soirmag.lesoir.be/529032/article/2023-08-02/un-zoo-sans-animaux-ouvert-ses-portes-en-australie
https://www.ziar.com/news=15341132
https://www.ziarelive.ro/stiri/virtualul-castiga-teren-in-fata-realitatii-a-fost-deschisa-prima-gradina-zoologica-holografica-din-lume.html
https://konekt.mk/2023/08/07/%d0%b2%d0%be-%d0%b1%d1%80%d0%b8%d0%b7%d0%b1%d0%b5%d1%98%d0%bd-%d0%be%d1%82%d0%b2%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b5%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%bf%d1%80%d0%b2%d0%b0%d1%82%d0%b0-%d1%85%d0%be%d0%bb%d0%be%d0%b3%d1%80%d0%b0%d0%bc/
https://www.pasionmovil.com/investigacion-y-desarrollo/australia-inaugura-un-zoologico-sin-jaulas-ni-animales-el-hologram-zoo/
https://lalinews.ir/?p=12652
https://lalinews.ir/?p=12652
https://vikonos.com/brisbane-ecco-lo-zoo-senza-animali-in-gabbia/
https://daily.mk/what/12797956/svetot-ja-dobi-prvata-hologramska-zooloshka-gradina


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://www.msn.com/pt-br/viagem/noticias/esque%C3%A7a-as-jaulas-e-animais-austr%C3%A1lia-abre-zool%C3%B3gico-s%C3%B3-com-hologramas/ar-AA1eWvTt
https://parkmag.pl/takiego-zoo-jeszcze-nie-widzieliscie-w-australii-zwierzeta-sa-hologramami-2/
https://www.revista-presei.com/stire-a-fost-deschisa-prima-gradina-zoologica-holografica-din-lume-259448338.html
https://www.money.ro/a-fost-deschisa-prima-gradina-zoologica-holografica-din-lume/
https://tgstat.ru/channel/@technology_future_cyberpunk
https://www.tnnthailand.com/news/earth/152718/
https://wordlesstech.com/worlds-most-futuristic-hologram-zoo/
https://wcsa.world/news/world-value-academy/worldkings-ideastime-daily-highlights-28-july-2023-worlds-first-hologram-zoo-opens-to-let-you-interact-with-animals-up-close
https://www.kodami.it/hologram-zoo-in-australia-uno-zoo-senza-animali-prigionieri/
https://www.biopianeta.it/2023/08/uno-zoo-rivoluzionario-dallaltra-parte-del-mondo-dove-sono-gli-animali/
https://www.ilmessaggero.it/animali/e_il_primo_zoo_al_mondo_senza_animali_ecco_come_e_possibile_e_dove_si_trova-7560541.html
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-02-04/hologram-technology-allows-people-to-try-olympic/101845174


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://t.me/s/mudak?before=77806
https://jai-un-pote-dans-la.com/zoo-hologrammes-australie/
https://www.rslnmag.fr/un-zoo-holographique-ouvre-ses-portes-une-premiere-mondiale/
https://www.radiolina.it/articolo/podcast-la-strambata/2023/08/08/hologram-zoo-in-australia-il-primo-zoo-senza-gabbie-e-animali-106-1185617.html
https://tuzlanski.ba/zivotinje/otvoren-je-prvi-hologramski-zooloski-vrt-na-svijetu-je-li-to-buducnost/
https://dataene.com.ar/nota/6673/en-australia-han-decidido-abrir-un-zoologico-sin-animales-ni-jaulas-tienen-algo-distinto-enormes-hologramas/
https://www.safeshopping.news/2023/08/07/hologram-zoo-hologramas-australia/
https://mactel.com.au/blog/%D1%81%D0%B2%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%BE%D1%82-%D1%98%D0%B0-%D0%B4%D0%BE%D0%B1%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D1%80%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%B0-%D1%85%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BC%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D0%B7%D0%BE%D0%BE/
https://www.springnews.co.th/digital-tech/technology/841695
https://dailygeekshow.com/australie-zoo-hologrammes/
https://lafurapenedes.cat/animals-virtuals/
https://www.lodj.ma/Australie-Inauguration-du-tout-premier-zoo-au-monde-mettant-en-scene-des-animaux-en-hologrammes_a75015.html


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://www.trendbird.biz/26351
https://www.greenme.it/animali/animali-selvatici/ologrammi-al-posto-di-animali-in-gabbia-ecco-il-primo-zoo-al-mondo-senza-crudelta/
https://www.amoreaquattrozampe.it/news/zoo-ologrammi-niente-animali-gabbia/180550/
https://www.carolina.cl/noticias/2023/08/07/australia-revoluciona-los-zoologicos-con-su-hologram-zoo-fauna-virtual-en-3d.html
https://texal.jp/2023/07/30/worlds-first-hologram-zoo-opens-in-australia/
https://pplware.sapo.pt/high-tech/esqueca-as-jaulas-e-os-animais-australia-abriu-um-jardim-zoologico-so-com-hologramas/
https://podroze.wprost.pl/11327674/niezwykle-zoo-przyciaga-turystow-wszystkie-zwierzeta-sa-hologramami.html
https://www.zazoom.it/2023-08-04/uno-zoo-virtuale-e-cruelty-free-la-novita-a-brisbane/13308843/
https://fagenwasanni.com/ai/australias-axiom-holographics-creates-worlds-first-hologram-zoo/123971/
https://ch3plus.com/news/search/Hologram%20Zoo
https://www.pptvhd36.com/news/%E0%B9%84%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B5/202446
https://fleecho.com/immersive-holographic-zoos-hologram-zoo/
https://cc.cz/live/v-australii-se-otevrela-unikatni-holograficka-zoo/


ARTICLES about Hologram Zoo:

Click on any logo to get the Article from that news site

https://citylife.capetown/uncategorized/australias-axiom-holographics-creates-worlds-first-hologram-zoo/328779/
https://www.pangeatrust.org/post/world-s-first-holographic-zoo
https://thenfapost.com/axiom-technologies-opezee-to-expand-3d-holographic-solutions/
https://www.ehtrend.com.br/en/pages/8157625/australia-unveils-world-s-first-hologram-zoo-with-lifelike-3d-animal-i.html
https://www.zimfocus.co.zw/worlds-first-hologram-zoo-on-display-in-australia-tomorrows-world-today/
https://nationworldnews.com/australia-makes-history-with-a-zoo-without-animals-or-cages-that-other-countries-are-already-looking-to-copy/
https://australian.museum/exhibition/hologram-dinosaurs/
https://dtgreviews.com/uncategorised/worlds-first-hologram-zoo-on-display-in-australia/135955/
https://www.ellaslist.com.au/articles/hologram-zoo


Media says cinema is dying, due to streaming services. 

Cineworld (the second-largest chain in America) just went 

bankrupt. AMC is close to bankruptcy. Axiom’s new 
technology for Hologram Entertainment may take its 

place. 



Hologram entertainment centers are presently Zoo animals. 

In the future they intend to move to IP and licensed characters.



Axiom 

Holographics
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“Holograms” the next technology revolution“Holograms” the next technology revolution

Holograms look solid but they are made out of light. Axiom has a new way to produce them at 
a fraction of the cost. We have produced many different devices for different industries.



Axiom Holographics has both devices for entertainment and non-entertainment. We have 
Hologram Rooms, Tables, Walls, Tunnels, and Hologram Arcade Machines.



Some of our well-known CustomersSome of our well-known Customers

Current sales are because they visited Australia.  Sales done with only one sales person

Here are some of our well-known customers. 
Axiom also produces devices for governments and universities all around the world.



Notable CustomersNotable Customers

Current sales are because they visited Australia.  Sales done with only one sales person
The Prime Minister of India used our Hologram table to unveil Asia's largest airport. We made the 

Hologram Aquarium room for Bill Gates’s luxury Four Season’s hotel in the Maldives. 



Letter from Bill Gates’s Four Seasons resort in the Maldives expressing their great satisfaction with our 
entertainment hologram room.

“The facility offers interactive aquarium-based content 

and has attracted much excitement and praise from our 

international clientele.”

“We are particularly pleased with their Manta Ray 
module.”

“We are delighted to continue to work with Axiom 
Holographics.”

“We look forward to a long and mutually beneficial 
relationship with their professional and dedicated team.”

“The facility offers interactive aquarium-based content 

and has attracted much excitement and praise from our 

international clientele.”

“We are particularly pleased with their Manta Ray 
module.”

“We are delighted to continue to work with Axiom 
Holographics.”

“We look forward to a long and mutually beneficial 
relationship with their professional and dedicated team.”



About Axiom HolographicsAbout Axiom Holographics

CEO: Bruce Dell 

Chairman: David Merson

Around 50 staff.  Headquarters in Brisbane Australia.    Recently received large grant from Government

David Merson, our chairman, previously ran Australia's largest tech company. He is 83 years old, however he is 
in the office 4 days a week and doesn’t want to retire. He says that the company is too exciting, and he would 
have nothing to do. Bruce Dell, the CEO, is also the inventor of most of the company’s technology and patents.

Axiom Holographics is based in Brisbane Australia. 



Our share holdersOur share holders

Strategic Investment

The large camera and laser scanner 

brand

Sheik Salem of 

Oman

Head of MOG Group, 

a multibillion-dollar 

conglomerate in the 

Middle East

Joe Ye 

Softbank itself has 
not invested. Joe Ye, 
Advisor to Masa San 
(Head of Softbank) 

has invested 
privately.

Uni Innovation

Representing a 

number of Chinese 

and Canadian 

investment funds

David Merson and 

Scott McTaggart 

The former heads of 

Mincom, previously 

Australia’s Largest 
Technology company

The Board of 

“Morgan’s” 
(Australia’s largest 
financial advisory 

firm) have also 

invested privately 

The creation of this technology was funded by some well-known organisations, who are our 
shareholders.



THANK YOUTHANK YOU
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